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Abstract
Songbirds have long and widely been considered a
model species for the development of human speech capacities. Modelling efforts are dependent on parallels
and similarities between emergent song and speech behavior. The present text describes eight such parallels,
including, among others, neural lateralization, critical
periods of development, and a dependency on auditory
and perceptual feedback for normal development. The
text takes as its unit of comparison patterns of speech
observed in developing infants and patterns of song observed in juvenile songbirds, and serves at once as general summary of classic and contemporary research on
the two phenomena, as well as a brief introduction to the
topic.

Introduction
The study of birdsong has primarily been of interest to
researchers in neuroscience (Konishi, 1985), language
acquisition (Goldstein et al., 2003), and learning (see Simonyan et al., 2012). In particular, its relationship as a
model for emergent human speech and language has
been at the center of much influential research. Human
speech and birdsong are both learned behaviors not present in the organism at birth. Though features of oscine
vocal anatomy and physiology (Greenwalt, 1968) differ
significantly from those of humans (Ladefoged, 1996) –
and though such differences have distinct and obvious
acoustic consequences – the two can be usefully conceptualized as comparable. Systems of vocalization in both
species are a priori free (there is no objectively more
beneficial system of vocalization) and subject to relatively well defined constraints, including the limitations
resulting from the musculature of the larynx and syrinx
(the avian vocal organ), respectively (see Nottebohm,
1970).
Intraspecies social vocalization represents an ancient
evolutionary heritage (Bass et al., 2008), but vocal learning – the capacity to repeat vocally that which has been
previously heard (Janik & Slater, 2000) – is an ability
shared by only a few disparate lineages, including humans, pinnipeds, bats, and cetaceans among mammals;
and parrots, hummingbirds, and oscine birds among
avian species (see e.g., Tyack et al., 2020). Among primates, only humans consistently exhibit sophisticated
vocal learning (see Egnor & Hauser, 2004). While vocal
learning has been observed in many nonhuman species,
oscines (hereafter songbirds) have been most studied,
with pioneering work reported by Metfessel (1935) and
Thorpe (1954) laying the ground for more contemporary
work (e.g., Prather et al., 2017; Yazaki-Sugiyama, 2019).
Such efforts have identified substantial similarities
between the processes by which a developing songbird
acquires song, and those by which human infants learn
to speak. There exist also surprising similarities between
songbird song and human speech neural systems and circuitry, resulting from convergent evolution (Colquitt et

al., 2021). Accordingly, various researchers have drawn
on behavioral parallels between birdsong and human
speech to guide theoretical (Marler, 1970; Doupe &
Kuhl, 1999; Bolhuis et al., 2010; Prather et al., 2017) and
empirical (Goldstein et al., 2003) work on language development. The present text summarizes and updates, in
a brief and accessible format, this research tradition. It is
intended both as a general summary, as well as an introductory text to anyone with an interest in the relationship
between the two phenomena.
Behavioral parallels
Lateralization of function
In humans, both speech production (e.g., Wildgruber et
al., 1996) and speech perception (e.g., Zatorre et al.,
1992) exhibit significant neural lateralization; that is, domain-specific activity tends to be concentrated in one
hemisphere (typically, though not exclusively, the left).
Songbirds exhibit similar lateralization of vocal control.
For example, severing the left hypoglossus (a small neural structure innervating the syrinx) in adult chaffinches
(Fringilla coelebs) with established (“crystallized”) song
patterns, results in the loss of a majority of song elements
from the established pattern, or a modification of all elements. In comparison, effects of severing the right hypoglossus are much more limited, sometimes with no effect
on song structure at all (Nottebohm, 1970). Crucially, if
severing takes place prior to any song learning, the chaffinch may still develop normal song – a sequence of
events that distinctly parallels that of humans, where in
the event of damage or lesioning early in life, speech and
language functions typically lateralized to the dominant
hemisphere may still be assumed by the non-dominant
hemisphere and develop normally (e.g., Lenneberg,
1967).
A predisposition to learning
In both humans and songbirds, developing individuals
must solve similar adaptive problems in ontogeny, that
is, adapting repertoires of vocal output to ambient sounds
as observed in mature conspecifics. However, it is not
given how this problem should be resolved. An endlessly
prepared imitating brain is due to learn all sounds in the
immediate environment, including those of objects and
nature – as opposed to being concentrated on learning
species-typical vocal behavior. However, human infants
and children develop language with remarkable rapidity;
they develop sophisticated language, even without apparent direct stimulation, as has been observed in cultures where children are rarely or never directly addressed by adults (Ochs & Schieffelin, 1984; Pinker,
2003). Comparably, in songbirds, song development apparently follows ready-set constraints, such that it develops predictably with various experimental conditions
(see Nottebohm, 1970) including naturally occurring
song in wild birds (Thorpe, 1954), song in captive birds

deafened at hatching (Konishi, 1964), and song in birds
reared in isolation from conspecifics (Marler, 1981).
Critical periods
Like human childrens’ language acquisition, songbirds’
song learning is subject to a developmental period of attrition of possible expression, critical periods, during
which domain-specific learning is possible – and after
which, barring necessary influences, adequate learning
cannot take place (Marler & Tamura, 1964; Boettiger &
Doupe, 2001; Yazaki-Sugiyama, 2019; Nottebohm,
1970; Ruben, 1997; DeKeyser, 2000). Neurologically,
speech is not lateralized at birth but allocated space
throughout development; evidence to this effect comes
from observations that children that acquired deafness
before three years of age shows atypical cerebral representation of speech functions (Marcotte & Morere,
1990). Again, this process of lateralization appears mirrored in songbirds, where auditory song functions may
be similarly constrained, appearing emergent in the right
caudomedial nidopallium in birds that have begun to
sing, compared to pre-singing ones (Vahaba et al., 2017).
A basis in central pattern generators
Central pattern generators (CPGs) are groupings of neurons responsible for predictable rhythmic output (Grillner & Wallen, 1985). Humans utilize innate CPGs for a
variety of behaviors, including walking and chewing. For
present purposes, CPGs are involved in the execution of
suckling (Barlow, 2009) and later in life for mastication
– processes which are ontogenetically coopted for speech
(Barlow et al., 2010; Lund & Kolta, 2006). Suboscines
(species belonging to the Passerine suborder Tyranni)
utilize a CPG for song (Kroodsma & Konishi, 1991; see
also Konishi, 2010), and thus develop species-typical vocalization even when deafened (see also Dependence on
auditory feedback below). By comparison, songbirds can
apparently modify innate CPGs according to an internal
proprioceptive template. Thus, both humans and songbirds make use of CPGs for the basic productive motor
patterns involved in species-typical vocal communication and build on top of them using learned experience.
Periods of early vocalization
Human infants are born without language, but predictably begin to babble – reliably producing syllabic speechlike utterances – around the age of six months (e.g.,
Oller, 2000). Crucially, birds exhibit similar ontogenetic
development toward proper song. For example, wild
chaffinches begin producing stable song patterns around
10 months of age – but this period is proceeded in ontogeny by subsong, described by Nottebohm (1970, p. 951)
as “a rather soft and rambling vocalization”, without apparent direction. Both behaviorally and acoustically,
then, there is apparent similarity between subsong and
babbling, as periods characterized by species-typical vocal practice. This relationship and parallels between the
practice in songbirds and human infants was first discussed at length by Marler (1970) (see also Kuhl, 2003).
Songbird subsong appears to be controlled by neural
architecture and circuitry distinct from that representing
adult vocalization (Aronov et al., 2008). Similarly, while
human vocalizations in general are controlled by distinct
brain regions, including the laryngeal motor cortex
(Brown et al., 2008; Simonyan & Horwitz, 2011), pre-

speech vocalizations such as crying are neurologically
differentiable from later-in-life speech production (Okanoya et al., 2002), and possibly characterized by distinct
patterns of involved neural circuitry (Jürgens, 2009). Indeed, crying, unlike speech, may be produced via neural
circuits conserved across the mammalian lineage (for an
overview of related works and theories on mammalian
crying and its neural underpinnings, see Newman, 2007).
Dependence on auditory feedback
In songbird species such as the Zebra finch (Taeniopygia
guttata), auditory feedback is necessary for matching explorative vocal output against intended sounds (i.e., a
sensory template; Konishi, 2010; 1965a, 1965b, 1985;
Price, 1979; Brainard & Doupe, 2000). This was most
clearly made evident through the work of Masakazu
Konishi in his studies of deafened songbirds, that subsequently failed to develop adequate songs (Konishi, 1964;
1965b); and the results of his experiments were later replicated in other songbird species (Waser & Marler,
1977). Birds such as chickens (Gallus domesticus), that
utilize a CPG for song produce species-typical vocalizations, even when deafened (Konishi, 1963a). By comparison, the speech in deaf-born humans is often underarticulated (e.g., Hudgins & Numbers, 1942) and monotone
(e.g., Smith, 1975), seemingly equivalent to the song of
birds deafened in early development. Further, deaf-born
infants exhibit impaired development of babbling behavior, such that hearing infants may begin producing differentiated syllables as early as 10 months after birth,
while deaf-born infants do not (Oller & Eilers, 1988).
In his doctoral work, Konishi (1963b) posited “template theory”, according to which a young bird will memorize the song of a conspecific tutor individual, using that
song as points of reference in future own song development and elaboration. According to the theory, a young
bird hears its own song and compares it to that of its sensory template; in the event of a mismatch between the
two, the bird continually adjusts its song until the song
matches the template. Experimental results on juvenile
songbirds’ emergent songs have largely been interpreted
as aligning with the theory (see Konishi, 2010). While
invasive surgical procedures are not available for research on human infant speech ontogenesis for ethical
reasons, empirical evidence suggests similar mechanisms of imitation in the context of infants’ vowel sound
matching (Kuhl & Meltzoff, 1996).
Development requires improvisation
The conversion from auditory template to proprioceptive
template requires a young bird to map the auditory consequences of production to corresponding motor activity
in the vocal organs. Such relationships are initially unknown, however. Consequently, various researchers
have hypothesized as to the importance of motor exploration in song learning (Poulsen, 1959; Waser & Marler,
1977). While direct empirical evidence are as of yet unavailable, clues as to the validity of the theoretical assumptions are not. For one, even in adulthood some
songbird species are capable of adaptively shifting the
fundamental frequency of some targeted portion of a
song to avoid disruption, consistent with some degree of
flexibility across the lifespan (Tumer & Brainard, 2007).
Similarly, in humans, Kuhl and Meltzoff (1996) have
shown infants that are apparently capable of storing

speech sound patterns in memory, which subsequently
help guide the process of imitation. Work by Sober et al.
(2008) further suggests that individual features of acoustic vocal production output are subject to separate loci of
neural ensemble control. Finally, recent work on zebra
finches by Tchernichovski et al. (2021) suggests that individual birds with low-diversity song tutors compensate
by producing greater variability in own vocal production.
Though no equivalent evidence exists for human infant
vocal production, such findings suggest intriguing possibilities for future modelling and empirical work.
Learning generates dialects
In human speakers, accents and dialects – and over time,
languages – develop via sound change, through perception (Ohala, 2012) and subsequent imitation (Hockett,
1965) by new speakers. Pioneering work by Marler and
Tamura (1962) documented how populations of whitecrowned sparrows (Zonotrichia leucophrys nutalli), living only miles apart, also exhibited distinct song patterns
(see Kroodsma, 2004). There is as of yet no consensus as
to the mechanisms of formation of songbird dialects (for
an overview, see Podos & Warren, 2007), and the topic
as such is outside the scope of the present text. For present purposes, however, it is sufficient to state that while
the phenomenon of birdsong dialects is not of immediate
relevance to an individual human or songbird’s learning
of speech or song respectively (but rather a populationlevel phenomenon), the fact that analogous populationlevel differences in both species result from mechanisms
underlying both systems bears mentioning, as it suggests
further mechanistic convergence.

Noteworthy discrepancies
Finally, similarities between emergent birdsong and
speech are not unlimited, and some notable differences
should be noted. First, birdsong is primarily a sexually
selected trait, and while females of most songbird species
are equipped with mechanisms for evaluating the songs
of males, females themselves typically do not sing (but
see e.g., Krieg & Getty, 2016). Second, interspecies differences in birdsong learning and crystallization patterns
are widespread. Whereas males of some species sing
continually throughout the year, others, such as canaries
(Serinus canaria), go through seasonal song cycles with
changes in testosterone (Nottebohm et al., 1986). Finally,
humans everywhere are capable of learning new vocal
patterns throughout the lifespan, whereas birdsong is
typically either stable across the lifespan following song
pattern crystallization or goes through a period of change
with each coming breeding season (e.g., Nottebohm et
al., 1986); again, there is significant variation between
species (see Tumer & Brainard, 2007). Nevertheless,
similarities between speech and birdsong are multiple
and significant, and deserving of a treatise as background
for more in-depth comparison on the level of neural
structure and activity.

Summary
Available evidence suggests significant overlap between
the ontogenies of human infant speech and juvenile
songbird birdsong. The purpose of the present text is to
present an overview of a set of the most commonly observed and most well researched of these similarities, in
an accessible format. It is the hope of this author that the

text can inform future work on the topic of speech development and language acquisition.
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